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Astronomy, the oldest of the exact sciences, has the 
longest tradition of historical or quasi-historical accounts. 
Ptolemy, when he finds it appropriate, comments on the work of 
Hipparchus; medieval writers, with greater or lesser care, 
describe Ptolemy's methods; Tycho, and more so Kepler, 
frequently digress into analytical discussions of earlier astronomy 
from antiquity to their own time. Later in the seventeenth 
century very admirable and extensive historical investigation 
was carried out by Bullialdus (Ismael Boulliau) in his Astronomia 
philolaica (1645) and on a yet larger scale by Giambattista 
Riccioli in his Almagestum novum (1651-1653) and Astronomia refor- 
mata (1665), works that can provide a wealth of information and 
analysis to the modern historian. 
Although a handful of earlier examples can be named, the 
writing of the history of astronomy as an end in itself seems to 
be a creation of the eighteenth century. This was accompained by 
an interest in non-European astronomy, a mostly historical inves- 
tigation by this time since, aside from possibly useful 
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older observations, celestial machanics could learn nothing from 
the astronomy of India or China. The historical research of this 
period can still be studied with profit for, along with wild and 
now forgotten errors (such as the 600-year antedeluvian luni- 
solar cycle and the misdating of Indian astronomy by some 3000 
years) , the writings of Le Gentil on Indian, of Gaubil and de 
Guignes on Chinese, and of Montucla, Bailly, and Lalande on 
the entirety of astronomy contain much that is correct, 
insightful, and in some cases lost from modern literature. 
It is worth noting that the finest historical work of this 
period was carried out in France. At once the culmination of 
the French scholarship and an enduring standard for later re- 
search is Delambre's Histoire de l'astronomie (ancienne, 2 vols., 
1817; moyen age, 1819; moderne, 2 vols., 1821; dix-huiti&me 
sihclc, 1827). Delambre's work remains to this day the most 
thorough general history of astronomy written, and I doubt 
whether a whole team of modern historians each working at his 
own speciality could equal what Delambre did all by himself. 
(One is reminded of Dr. Johnson's remark about writing 
dictionaries,) Delambre's method was to read hundreds of 
primary sources and report on whatever seemed to him interesting 
or original. Because his interests were broad, a staggering 
amount of material was included, but one must confess that his 
presentation can be eccentric, at times more a demonstration of 
Delambre's superior abilities than an accurate account of 
earlier astronomy. In passing judgment he often applied the 
standards of an age that had itself accomplished so much in 
the exact sciences that there could be little sympathy for the 
crude and sometimes mistaken methods of previous ages. Although 
it is certainly amusing when Delambre tells us that a 
demonstration he has just tossed off in a few lines took the 
original author eleven pages in folio, it is, nevertheless, not 
terribly informative when he does this by developing an almost 
endless trigonometric formula that bears little relation to the 
operations actually used in the source under examination. 
The century and a half since Delambre have seen many new 
discoveries in the history of earlier astronomy. Unquestionably 
the most important of these has been the decipherment and recon- 
struction of Babylonian astronomy by Epping, Strassmaier, 
Kugler, Schaumberger, and more recently by Neugebauer, Sachs, 
Aaboe, and van der Waerden, to name only the principal invest- 
igators of this most complex and revolutionary area of historical 
research. One need only compare Kugler's Die Babylonische 
Mondrechnung (1900) with earlier accounts of "Chaldaean" 
astronomy to see both how startlingly new and unexpected was 
the content of Babylonian astronomy and how completely it 
necessitated a revision of our understanding of early Greek 
astronomy. The realization that the foundation of much Greek 
astronomy was in fact Babylonian has also brought with it a 
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much keener awareness of the transmission of astronomical 
methods and parameters across cultures and across centuries, 
linking in a sometimes hidden but never entirely broken chain 
the astronomy of Mesopotamia, Greek and Roman antiquity, 
India, Islam, the Latin and Greek cultures of the middle ages, 
and Renaissance Europe. 
Delambre’s entire history has not yet been replaced, and 
will not be in the foreseeable future, but after just under 
150 years, his Histoire de l'astronomie ancienne has found its 
first worthy successor. 0. Neugebauer’s A History of Ancient 
Mathematical Astronomy (henceforth HAMA) is without doubt the 
most penetrating and thorough study ever done of ancient 
astronomy; indeed, one may wonder whether any area of the history 
of science has ever been served so well. The work renresents 
the continuous research of some forty years, during which the 
author studied virtually every text, papyrus fragment, and 
cuneiform tablet pertinent to ancient mathematical astronomy, 
bringing to bear on these documents the analytical abilities 
of a highly skilled mathematician, philologist, and historian. 
HAMA is in no way a synthesis of other research, but a detailed 
account based entirely upon the author’s own examination of 
every scrap of evidence. Much of the contents of the three 
volumes will be new to every reader, something very remarkable 
in a work on so large a scale. 
HAMA is arranged didactically rather than chronologically, 
moving from the better known and better preserved to the less 
well understood and fragmentary. In this sense the work is more 
a handbook than a history since the preservation of only a 
small fraction (although, we may hope, an important fraction) 
of ancient astronomical texts hardly allows the writing of a 
continuous narrative, as one could, in principle, write about 
astronomy since the Renaissance. Thus, after a brief historical 
outline of the major periods in the development of astronomy 
through the sixteenth century, Neugebauer begins with the 
Almagest since Ptolemy’s work is not only the sole surviving 
comprehensive treatise from antiquity, but also “the keystone 
to the understanding of all ancient and medieval astronomy.” 
Book I of HAMA is a selective but thorough exposition of 
the Almagest followed by discussion of Ptolemy’s two known 
direct predecessors, Apollonius and Hipparchus. Only in analyz- 
ing the Almagest is Neugebauer going over previously covered 
ground. The second volume of Delambre’s ancienne was devoted 
principally to the Almagest, and it remains a meticulous and 
profound analysis so long as one puts aside Delambre’s belief 
that Ptolemy was for the most part merely adapting the work of 
earlier astronomers, especially Hipparchus. Norbert Herz’s some- 
what more restricted treatment in the first volume of his Ge- 
schichte der Bahnbestimmung von Planeten und Kometen (1887) 
likewise demonstrates a high level of technical proficiency, 
although like Delambre, his exposition is not as faithful to the 
original as one may wish due to the introduction of modern 
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trigonometric functions, logarithms, and sometimes abbreviated 
computations in place of Ptolemy’s own procedures. 
Very recently there has appeared 0. Pedersen’s A Survey of 
the Almagest (1974), a comprehensive and careful work (reviewed 
in Historia Mathematics 4 (1977), 110-113) with many interesting 
analytical digressions. Neugebauer demands a somewhat greater 
prior knowledge on the part of his reader than does Pedersen, 
and there is a noticeable difference in emphasis, Pedersen 
selecting for most detailed treatment the principal constructive 
results of Ptolemy’s own exposition while Neugebauer dwells 
at greater length upon those parts of the Almagest that most 
directly may be connected with earlier and later astronomy. 
Thus, Pedersen considers extensively the geometry of kinematic 
models, the observations made and used by Ptolemy, the star 
catalog, and precession. Neugebauer goes rather briefly over 
these subjects, but considers at greater length the conditions 
for testing lunar cycles, the theory of eclipses, and the 
determination of planetary phases, that is, stationary points 
and heliacal risings and settings. Both are completely thorough 
in their expositions of spherical astronomy, lunar theory, 
planetary theory in longitude and latitude, and the use of all 
tables. Naturally, in accordance with modern practice, both 
are more faithful to Ptolemy’s own computational procedures 
than Delambre and Herz, and both are clear in setting forth the 
distinction of Ptolemy from his predecessors. Likewise, both 
expositions can be more profitably studied if one also has a 
copy of the Almagest at hand; indeed I think the requirement 
mandatory. 
The following sections on Apollonius and Hipparchus are 
based upon mostly fragmentary evidence. We know from Ptolemy 
that Apollonius proved the theorem for finding the stationary 
points in a simple epicyclic or eccentric model. Since 
Apollonius’s theorem is the most advanced demonstration in the 
geometry of simple kinematic models, one assumes that Apollonius 
was also responsible for working out the whole theory of such 
models, if in fact he did not invent them in the first place. 
Neugebauer attributes to Apollonius the construction, but not 
the numerical solution, for Hipparchus’s problem of finding an 
eccentricity or epicyclic radius from three known (i.e., observed 
points on a circle. Likewise Neugebauer investigates, but does 
not necessarily attribute to Apollonius, a method of using the 
theorem on stationary points to determine (in a rough sort of 
way) the radius of the epicycle in a planetary model. 
In the case of Hipparchus, one is on somewhat steadier 
ground owing to Ptolemy’s numerous remarks about the man he 
considers his only serious predecessor. Further, there survives 
Hipparchus’s Commentary on Aratus, which unfortunately is 
probably his least interesting work although it has been sig- 
nificantly utilized by H. Vogt (1925) to show the independence 
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of Ptolemy's star catalog from that of Hipparchus. Using this 
material, along with other scattered references, Neugebauer 
sets out in just under 70 pages an account of what we know or 
have so far reconstructed of Hipparchus's astronomy. The 
result, as we have been coming to learn, is an astronomer having 
a few basic procedures and parameters in common with Ptolemy, 
but whose work is by and large very different from the Almagesh- 
more primitive, more tentative, and occasionally more speculative 
of alternate possibilities where Ptolemy is secure and certain. 
Hipparchus appears to be the first Greek astronomer to utilize 
a considerable range of Babylonian materials and an adequately 
developed computational trigonometry in order to develop the 
first quantitively useful application of kinematical models. 
His work also extends to spherical astronomy, stereographic 
projection, and mathematical geography, in all of which his 
contributions seem to have gone far beyond his predecessors. 
How much of Hipparchus's work is securely reconstructable depends 
upon one's interpretation of the specific information given by 
Ptolemy and other writers, the amount and kind of Babylonian 
astronomy one believes Hipparchus to have known, and finally, 
what parts of later Indian astronomy one believes to be 
ultimately Hipparchan in origin. Neugebauer works through 
this material skillfully and cautiously, the result being a 
relatively secure foundation for understanding a number of 
aspects of Hipparchus's work for which evidence survives and 
an exemplary guide for carrying such investigations further. 
Book II, on Babylonian astronomy, probably the most complex 
and difficult part of HAMA, is based principally on the body of 
texts published by Neugebauer in Astronomical Cuneiform Texts 
(ACT) [1955], usually referred to as "ACT texts." These 
consist mostly of lunar and planetary ephemerides used to determine 
the first visibility of the new moon, which marked the beginning 
of the month in the Babylonian calendar, and the planetary 
phases--heliacal rising and setting, first and second station, 
acronychal rising--which were valued as omens for divination. 
The sources for Babylonian astronomy are particularly 
reliable in that they consist of the original texts themselves 
(or very close copies), securely datable and undisturbed by 
centuries of imperfect transmission and editing as in the 
case of all Greek sources except papyri and inscriptions. They 
are also sufficiently numerous, about 300 at present, to make 
up an extensive and, one may hope, representative body of 
Babylonian mathematical astronomy during the last three 
centuries B.C. This, of course, is in great contrast to Greek 
papyri, of which only scattered fragments survive that by 
themselves would allow little reconstruction. Not that the 
reconstruction of Babylonian astronomy has been at all easy. 
The decipherment and understanding of an exceedingly complex 
and altogether unprecedented lunar and planetary theory from 
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broken and fragmentary columns of numbers and a few even 
more fragmentary and nearly unintelligible procedure texts must 
rank, along with the decipherment of Egyptian and Akkadian, as 
the most difficult accomplishment in the study of antiquity. 
The achievement of Kugler and Neugebauer in particular may 
fittingly be placed alongside that of Champollion and Raw- 
linson, for no task of scholarship requires more effort and ingen- 
uity than the deciphering and understanding of what has pre- 
viously been completely incomprehensible. However, while ACT 
texts are of the sort that allow a very secure reconstruction 
of computational procedures and, in most cases, of astronomical 
meaning, there is not a word on the underlying theory or the 
derivation of parameters. While it is possible to work 
out plausible arguments for the development of particular 
procedures and parameters, the historical origin and theoretical 
foundation of most of the material remains a mystery. 
More than any other part of HAMA, Book II must be read 
with the texts at hand; that is, it is imperative at all times 
to consult ACT even though a number of interpretations in the 
earlier work have been modified, sometimes considerably, in the 
intervening twenty years. Further, the explanatory sections of 
ACT are sometimes clearer than HAMA in that there are a greater 
number of worked examples of.computational procedures, and-the 
only way one really comes to understand Babylonian astronomy 
more than superficially is to carry out extensive recomputation 
in the course of study. 
After an introductory section on the calendar, the Uruk 
scheme for solstices and equinoxes, the length of daylight, 
and the general principles of linear zigzag and step functions, 
Neugebauer takes up planetary theory. The fundamental problem 
here is to determine the time of the characteristic phases. 
This is in general done by controlling the change of longitude 
of one or more phases by a primary function--step function 
in System A linear zigzag in System B--while the time then fol- 
lows from a secondary function derivable by a fairly simple opera- 
tion from the primary (although the actual theoretical and hist- 
orical sequence could be the opposite), but once derived readily 
tabulated by itself. Auxiliary rules then allow one to 
cross to consecutive phases of different kinds, determine the 
time interval between such phases, and finally compute the 
daily motion by interpolation. Neugebauer’s exposition is deeper 
here than in ACT in that more attention is given to the methods 
by which the attested procedures and parameters may be derived 
from more general considerations, and to the interrelations 
between what appear at first to be distinct functions. Never- 
theless, it is a good idea to read the expository sections of 
ACT along with HAMA since the basic procedures are treated more 
extensively in the former publication. 
This is if anything even more true of the lunar theory since 
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ACT considers separately the ephemerides of System A and B 
while HAMA instead divides the material topically--e.g., lunar 
velocity, length of synodic month, lunar latitude--explaining 
corresponding columns of each system within each topic. The 
exposition in HAMA is of course thorough, but I think the 
arrangement of ACT was didactically clearer since it made it 
natural to work through in order the columns of surviving 
texts, say, ACT 5 and 122 for systems A and B, respectively, 
and learn step-by-step how the ephemerides were computed. How- 
ever, as is the case with the planetary theory, the depth of 
analysis of motivation and underlying structure in HAMA goes 
well beyond the more strictly descriptive exposition of ACT. 
This can be seen, for example, in the discussion of columns H 
and J of System B that control the effect of solar velocity on 
the length of the synodic month. The most important new material 
concerns, of course, column Q and its derivatives in System A, 
the astronomical significance of which only began to come clear 
in the years after the publication of ACT. In principle @ 
gives the difference in the length of synodic months one “Saros” 
(i.e., 223 synodic months) apart as a function of lunar velocity, 
and this interpretation of d has turned out to be the key to the 
understanding of a number of columns of previously unknown 
significance and, more remarkably, to the invention of further 
functions later found actually to be present in surviving 
texts. 
There follows Book III on Egyptian astronomy. “Of all 
the civilizations of antiquity, the Egyptian seems to me to have 
been the most pleasant,” Neugebauer wrote some twenty years ago ir 
The Exact Sciences in Antiquity (2nd ed., 1957, 71). Neugebauer 
has written quite a lot on Egyptian astronomy, and with Richard 
Parker has published three Egyptology size volumes (in four 
parts) of Egyptian Astronomical Texts (EAT) containing virtually 
every scrap of substantive evidence relating to the subject. 
In HAMA he sums it all up in some ten pages beginning “Egypt 
has no place in a work on the history of mathematical astronomy,” 
and goes on to demonstrate its primitiveness and insignificance 
for the development of ancient astronomy. True enough, but the 
myth of occult Egyptian wisdom is more than 2000 years old, and 
to judge by the writings of classicists on early Greek “science” 
it may well continue for another two thousand years. 
Book IV, on early Greek astronomy, and the first section 
of Book V, on astronomy during the Roman imperial period, take 
up Greek astronomy prior to Ptolemy, but omitting Apollonius 
and Hipparchus. Thus, the period covered is about six centuries, 
form Meton in the middle of the fifth century B.C. to Ptolemy in 
the second century. The sources for this period present 
enormous problems : a handful of disparate, mostly elementary 
treatises, some, e.g., Geminus and Cleomedes, much later than 
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the material they attempt to explain, remarks by (often late) 
writers of varying competence (generally low), odds and ends 
found in the writings of astrologers not known for any 
propensity to tell the truth even if they could understand their 
sources (which is often not the case), fragmentary papyri and 
a few fragmentary inscriptions, exceedingly valuable because 
authentic, exceedingly frustrating because of their poor 
preservation. Neugebauer dismisses Greek philosophy as not 
pertinent or even detrimental. This may offend classicists, 
and perhaps philosophers, but will not in any way prejudice 
our knowledge of Greek mathematical astronomy. Best of all, 
we are thereby spared the usual maunderings over Heraclitus, 
the Timaeus, und die sogennanten Pythagoreer that can already 
be found in abundance elsewhere. 
The contents of these 260 odd pages of HAMA are so diverse 
that it is next to impossible to describe them (even in a 
review of such length). The material is treated topically rather 
than chronologically, as is only reasonable since much of it 
can be dated only roughly. One of the first subjects consi- 
dered is the evidence for Babylonian influence which is surpris- 
ingly diverse, e.g., location of the cardinal points at 8O of 
their signs from System B lunar theory can be found in dozens 
of Greek and Latin sources from the first century B.C. to 
the late fourteenth century. Calendarical cycles and parapegmata 
(calendars correlating weather phenomena with phases of con- 
stellations or stars) are examined, and what little one can 
learn from them of early solar and lunar theory is extracted. 
Early attempts to determine (or conjecture) the distances and 
sizes of the heavenly bodies are considered in detail, 
Aristarchus’s curious little treatise being given an especially 
noteworthy exposition. Most remarkable is an entirely new and 
very elegant analysis of Eudoxus’s homecentric-sphere models. 
Neugebauer makes clearer than ever the uselessness of the models 
for any kind of computation or prediction of planetary motion 
or phases. The later modifications by Callippus remain, as 
always if one possesses critical faculties, mysterious. The 
largest section of Book IV is devoted to spherical astronomy, 
for in this relatively neglected area the surviving evidence is 
most abundant. The analysis of schemes for rising times of 
zodiacal signs, in principle following Babylonian methods, is 
a marvel of making sense out of highly fragmentary and often 
corrupt material, as is the following discussion of shadow 
tables. The treatment of early spherical treatises is selective, 
but appears to get at what is of interest in these rather 
pedestrian works. 
The first part of Book V is on planetary and lunar theory 
during the century or so before Ptolemy. Sources are now 
principally papyri, most poorly preserved, frustratingly vague 
and often inaccurate remarks by Pliny, and Vetius Valens, who 
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seems barely to understand the rules for computing (mean) 
positions he recites. The methods are in general rather shoddy-- 
far from Hipparchus and Babylonian astronomy and farther still 
from Ptolemy--but allow us.to get some idea of what sort of 
astronomy was in use for astrological purposes where little 
more was required than getting the planet into the right sign. 
If indeed the surviving fragments are representative of planetary 
theory between Hipparchus and Ptolemy, we can understand why 
Ptolemy passes over the subject in silence (save for the 
disparaging remark about the "so-called perpetual tables"). 
Neugebauer supplements the scanty Greek and Demotic sources with 
Indian and Tamil materials, but does not enter into a detailed 
discussion of the more speculative question of whether sub- 
stantial amounts of pre-Ptolemaic and non-Ptolemaic Greek 
astronomy are in fact reconstructable out of Indian sources. 
The following section returns to Ptolemy to consider his 
writings other than the Almagest. Thus, we are on safer 
ground with intelligible surviving texts that may be subject 
to full description and analysis. Neugebauer first considers 
Ptolemy's works on projection of spherical coordinates in 
the plane, that is the Analemma, applicable to "gnomonics," 
the construction of sun dials, the Planisphaerium, giving 
stereographic projections allowing plane solutions to a variety 
of spherical problems and underlying the theory of the 
plane astrolabe, and the mappings from the Geography, the 
only mathematically determined cartography before the sixteenth 
century. In all cases Neugebauer provides whatever is known of 
the earlier history of these methods, making these sixty pages 
the most thorough written on the subject. 
The Planetary Hypotheses and' Canobic Inscription are treated 
more briefly. The parameters are extracted and compared with 
the Almagest. Perhaps those from the Handy Tables should also 
have been tabulated here since they have much in common with 
the Planetary Hypotheses which, I believe, they precede 
chronologically (since in every difference in parameters and 
models between the Almagest and the Handy Tables the Hypotheses 
agree with the Handy Tables and then contain yet further mod- 
ifications). The computation of planetary distances and 
sizes from the end of Book I of the Hypotheses is explained in 
detail, and this is followed by the first thorough and accurate 
description of the physical models of Book II (although Neugebauer 
has little patience with them). 
The last part of Book V is devoted to post-Ptolemaic Greek 
astronomy,up to the seventh century. Most important here is 
an analysis of the Handy Tables which Neugebauer regards as in 
all essentials the work of Ptolemy rather than Theon. The 
explanation of the computation, structure, and use of all tables 
is very complete, most notably for the entirely new tables 
of the components of the difference of lunar and solar parallax 
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in longitude and latitude, the planetary latitude tables, which 
are based upon a model differing from the latitude theory 
in the Almagest but agreeing completely with that of the 
Planetary Hypotheses, and the elaborate concluding tables of 
planetary phases, a mass of nearly hopeless scribal errors that 
Neugebauer manages to make sense out of and emend. 
Book VI is an extremely valuable set of appendices 
containing an exposition of the mathematical techniques, 
chronology, and basic spherical and planetary astronomy that 
will greatly aid the reader in the study of ancient astronomy. 
It is worthwhile to turn frequently to Book VI as it not only 
explains the techniques taken for granted in the rest of the 
work, but contains much of interest in itself (Figure 34 to 
Book VI is alone a profound lesson in the history of astronomy). 
The index is very thorough, and the bibliography of nearly forty 
pages contains, I would think, virtually everything of interest 
on the subject written up to 1975. The last volume concludes 
with 200 odd pages of figures to the text, all executed by the 
author with skill and elegance. 
We have reviewed at some length the contents of a work 
that is a landmark, not only for the history of science, but 
for the history of scholarship. HAMA places the history of 
ancient astronomy on an entirely new foundation. We shall 
not soon see its equal. 
RAZVITIE PONYATTI~A INTERGRALA [THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT 
OF THE INTEGRAL] By F.A. Medvedev. Moscow (Nauka). 
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Reviewed by Esther R. Phillips, 
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On the first page of the Introduction to this fine book 
Medvedev writes: 
To a significant degree, the development of the 
concept of the integral-- in the most general meaning 
of the word--is the development of mathematics as a 
whole, [and to attempt to present a] detailed evolu- 
tion of the idea... is, practically speaking, a 
hopeless undertaking. 
[Medvedev 1974, 31 
And indeed, such topics as differential and integral equations 
have been entirely omitted from the presentation, while tri- 
gonometric series and applications to linear functionals on 
Lp spaces, number theory, and probability are only briefly 
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